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About This Game

Create a mortal race to worship you and grow your strength. Guide them in their daily lives and help them grow. The power you
collect will grow your mind and body. Dabble in the affairs of other gods or seek to destroy them and steal their power.

The Aether: Life as a God is a 60,000 word interactive fantasy novel by A. Reddwolf, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Create a custom mortal race.

 Engage in mortal affairs.

 Travel the Aether and steal power from lesser beings.

 Dabble in political affairs at The Court of Gods.

 Battle other gods in epic one one one conflicts.

 Complete unique quests and events with impactful outcomes.
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Excellent casual game of the genre "Search for differences".
The game dedicated to a curious girl named Viki, who notice all the distinctions.
Help her in her search.
I love the concept.
Wonderful game, with a nice challenge.
It's lovely. Great game for kids.. I expected a cute visual novel about you and your girlfriend going on a last graduation trip with
some sexual content, got a life pondering VN and a completely different view on society with extra bit of wholesome content.
And I ain't even joking. A bit of a underrated gem, Worms Ultimate Mayhem came in and out of the spotlight rather quietly. It
merged together "Worms 3D" and "Worms 4 Mayhem", two games previously released in 2004 and 2005 (Respectively). All
though the game is the same old story, the whole thing still feels fresh as when it first cames out. While the game can tend to
grow fairly tedious when played by one person, if you huddle up a couple friends around the computer and break out the snacks
you're bound to have a good time.

Much like its predecessors, the game takes on a humourous combat style type game on unique little landscapes. Using comedic
weapons that'd you expect to see in a cartoon, you battle your way to defeat all the opposing worms. It's mindless, but at the
same time fun. The game can be fairly difficult in some of the challenges, but it feels just right.

My only real complaint with the game is the lack of being able to easily create / import other maps. All this game needs is a
level editor and perhaps a few more character creation options and it would be amazing. None the less, a truly great game.. Very
Entertaining for this price.. 10/10 Better than Bad Rats! Would recommend to all aspiring Gumboys.. this game isnt to bad just
need more upgrades for the ships during the battle and maybe something during the planning phasw
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Its charming, yes. But is really simple, the fights were pretty much A-A-A-A-A. Didn't need to use magic, and the two hard
bosses i get the feeling that they simply demanded more grinding than strategy. The story isn't that good or original, and the
whole lovecraftian atmosphere wasn't even there. Its short, and my interest in it was shorter.

I can't say I had fun playing this game, hence I don't recommend it.. Question: Someone tell me in very simple steps how to
actually download these plane packs. Unfortunately not a good experience compared to the last series which I thoroughly
enjoyed. Everything is very clunky and slow for some reason even tho it's still the same nice simple 2D graphics although
everything is smaller/harder to see for some reason which takes away from the enjoyment also. Plus going round every class in
the academy and doing inane tasks etc. just isn't fun, it's very tedious, not enough focus on the storyline.. Bought the game the
day or so it came out, but only finally found the time to play it very recently. Fantastic characters and humor that actually was
some of the best I have ever seen in a game. Great job Crankage, I will totally try out whatever else you make.. Bought the dlc
but it wont show up in-game.Dont bother buying it until they fix it.. The game looks great. The atmosphere is spectacular. The
story and voice acting are pretty good. However, the mechanics of the game do not work. There is no rhyme or reason for why
you are attacked by the alien. Reading these other reviews it seems like people are playing a different game where the alien's
behavior has some sort of logic.
I would be slowly, methodically, and carefully moving through an area and the alien would pop out of the ceiling and insta-kill
me. This happened a LOT. So much that it removed all tension from the experience. Halfway through I lost all sense of dread
because I knew that I would randomly die. There didn't seem to be a way to prevent it, so there was no reason to be fearful of it.
I was only able to complete the game through luck. If you enjoy having enemies teleport behind you and watching death
animations over and over then you will like this game. Otherwise, just go watch the original movie. It is a much better
experience.. I really enjoyed this game :)

The story is really catchy, the art style is great ... the musics are a little bit short but they still put you in the ambiance.

Also, one of the cinematics could be the most scariest sh*t I've seen recently in a game!
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